Welcome...

It is again my pleasure to welcome you to the One Nucleus monthly eNews as we sit
on the cusp of the main in-person day for our annual ON Helix conference taking
place this week. Below you’ll find items, updates and links to some of the upcoming
activities, discounts, engagement opportunities and member benefits we hope you’ll
find of interest as we look ahead.
This month’s theme is very much around supporting innovation. You’ll find an
update to the continuing evolution of the Virtual Innovation Centre project and
how that integrates into the One Nucleus breadth of activities to support our
members, region and the life sciences sector.
If what you are looking for is not covered within, you can find much more via the
website, LinkedIn Group and Twitter streams and do look out for the other One
Nucleus updates; People Pathways, Dates For Your Diary and BioWednesday
Invitations that disseminate over the intervening weeks between our eNews.
Evolving the One Nucleus Virtual Innovation Centre (VIC) Initiative

After eighteen months of initiation, it is always exciting to be evolving a new
initiative such as the VIC, integrating it further into the One Nucleus portfolio of
support to ensure all life science companies have the opportunity to leverage the
experience, dynamism and know-how of the network we are fortunate enough to
work with. Read More...
Check out the Fish & Richardson Life Sciences Entrepreneur Sourcebook
The strength of a company’s intellectual property (IP) is a critical factor in determining
its value so what does every entrepreneur need to know? Read More...
Business Support Isn’t Always About Funding

Support for growth isn’t always financial. Check out the Sanofi Oncology Golden
Ticket Competition, the Growth Works upcoming seminar on leadership and
the early heads-up about a One Nucleus delegation to Boston. Read More...

What Caught Your Eye in the News This Month?

Among the excellent news released by members this month were some excellent
updates on what is happening locally to address the very tight R&D Space market
success a cluster brings. Read More...
What Would Your Choice of BioWednesday Format be Going Forward?

BioWednesdays have been monthly focal points, first at the London Biotechnology
Network and then at One Nucleus, for over two decades. The major shift to online
during the pandemic highlighted the pros and cons of online delivery compared to
in-person.
With the relaxing of social distancing and travel restrictions comes a choice of what
we do next. We would value your steer on how we try and retain the optimal mix
between virtual and real when it comes to content and attendance at
BioWednesdays. It would be highly appreciated if you could take a minute to
express your preference in our LinkedIn poll.

